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Abstract

This article resolves an extreme case in physical layer security: an eavesdropper, located near to a source, can spy on the jamming-seed if it is just cryptographically shared. The direct link between the source and destination is even unavailable. The system is proposed to operate in triple transmission phases (timeslots). In the first phase, jamming signal is proposed to carry a random binary network-coding-based jamming (NCJ) message, transmitted by an active jammer. As NCJ cannot be just cryptographically protected, we propose a solution of using physical layer security to secure this message. As a result, a network-coding method can be employed in which NCJ acts as a key to protect the source message from this extreme case of wiretapping. The spatial diversities in both jamming and legitimate transmission is fully exploited to overcome this challenge with high performance. Analysis and simulation of the outage performance and comparison with current methods are provided to validate the performance of the proposed method.
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1. Introduction

Cryptographic security is a popular methodology for avoiding the detection of desire messages by unauthorized users [1]. However, in wireless communication, unauthorized nodes can create a great deal of potentially cryptographic attacks on the network once they are located in the same coverage.

Therefore, there has recently been considerable interest in physical-layer security (PLS), which explores the characteristics of wireless channels to improve wireless transmission security [2–25]. In wireless ad-hoc network scenarios, it is natural that methods of PLS are based on cooperative communication since most of the network devices have single antennas [3–5, 9, 23, 26–28]. Several works have even considered the security in the case that devices are powered by wireless environment [22]. There are two popular kinds of cooperative approaches for mitigating or suppressing the impact of the eavesdropping, as presented in the next two paragraphs.

First, cooperation from relays was introduced to avoid (or to mitigate) the wiretapping region (or its impact) [3, 4, 13–22]. In these works, the direct-link from the source to the eavesdropper is usually not closed to the source. The relays are deployed in the appropriate positions where the impact of wiretapping is mild or ignorable. For example, having the relay closed to the source is preferred in order to reduce the transmitting power of the source, and thus the eavesdropper is out of the coverage. Since many relays are able to securely receive the source transmission in the first phase, they can create a distributed beamformer in the second phase. This allows them to null the desired transmitting signal at the eavesdropper, or more generally, to maximize the secrecy rate at the legitimate receivers [13, 22, 29]. As a result, the eavesdropper nodes are not able
to reach the transmission message. These types of approaches are referred to as beamforming cooperation (BFC) in this article. However, BFC requires all of the relays to know the other instantaneous channel state information (CSI). Updating the CSI usually consumes a large amount of time, thus requiring a great deal of radio resources and increased hardware complexity. It is much simpler if only a single relay is selected for cooperation, e.g., the relay selection with a decode-and-forward, as presented in [4, 20, 30–35]. In that case, exploitation of the spatial diversity can help the system to mitigate the impact of the eavesdropping in the region surrounding the destination [4]. This method is known as the typical decode-and-forward (TDF) in this article. In both BFC and TDF, jamming techniques are not employed. On the other hand, several studies propose that some relays, e.g., those that do not perform the forwarding task, are eligible to become active jammers [3]. Though jamming can degrade the decoding performance of the eavesdropper, it creates some harmful interference to the legitimate receiver [3,36]. The higher spatial diversity, as a result of the multiple jammers, is the key to overcoming this situation. For example, Krikidis et al. attempted to select the best jammer and relay for the most jamming and transmitting efficiency [3]. Basically, a single active jammer is selected from multiple nodes to improve the performance of PLS. This method refers to the single-jammer cooperative jamming (SJJ) approach in this article [3,37–39].

Second, if the deployment of the relays cannot avoid nor mitigate the impact of the wiretapping, e.g., the case where the eavesdropper is too close to the source, all or part of these relays become jammers to assist the direct-link transmission, rather than serving as normal relays [28]. The study by Y. Liu et al. even allows the source and destination to be the jammers for enabling a cooperative transmission [5]. These were done by employing a distributed beamforming-based cooperative jamming (D-BF-CJ), in which multiple jammers employ the same jamming signal to enable the beamformer. Each jammer uses an appropriate weight founded by maximizing the secrecy rate or nulling the jamming signal at the receivers (the ones that decode the information message of the source) [5,13,28]. The main difference between D-BF-CJ and the BFC is that D-BF-CJ uses the beamformer for the jamming signal, whereas the BFC uses the beamformer for the desired transmitting signal.

Similar to the BFC, the D-BF-CJ method also requires knowing the CSI of all of the jammers. In addition, all jammers must have the same jamming signal so that the beamformer is applicable [5,13,28]. Every jammer contains a jamming generator to create the random jamming signal. To allow for generating the same jamming signal, all jammers must have the same seed. This seed is shared over the legitimate nodes and must be unknown to the eavesdropper. Consequently, the seed is vulnerable to be attacked by eavesdroppers on the basis of a long-term observation on the jamming signals. Therefore, the only way to secure the seed regardless of any decryption methods used at the eavesdropper is again the PLS. Assuming that the seed can be secured using PLS, question whether jamming in D-BF-CJ can resolve the problems when the eavesdropper locates very close to source for wiretapping still remains.

This article considers an extreme case of eavesdropping in the wireless ad-hoc network: a single eavesdropper locates nearby the source to wiretap information; the seed can be even wiretapped if its transmission is only protected by cryptographic scheme. Further, the direct channel between source and destination is assumed to be unavailable. These assumptions lead to that both BFC and TDF quite limited. In the case of SJJ, the jamming signal degrading the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the eavesdropper is much stronger than usual. As a result, it also increases harmful interference at the desired receiver. Therefore, it is not expected to deal with this situation.

In the D-BF-CJ scheme, it is always required that the seed be shared to jammers. PLS is considered as the alternative method to protect seed. It will be used as a reference to compared with the proposed method, as lately mentioned in Section 4.4 and 5.

In this article, we use PLS to protect a random binary jamming message generated by a jammer from being wiretapped by the eavesdropper. Then, an application of network-coding to create a secure data message based on this jamming message is proposed to cope with the reality that the eavesdropper locates close to the source for wiretapping [40,41]. The binary jamming technique was also applied in other previous works of mine and colleagues. However, its applications were with simple system models and thus still contain limitations. The transmission protocol in [41] just consists of two timeslots. One was for the jamming task and the remain was responsible for the direct transmission from source to destination. Spatial diversity exploitation was only supported to the jamming task. Its advantages in legitimate transmissions were still abandoned. Overcoming this drawback is hence the target of this study.

The data transmission intervals are proposed to be divided into three timeslots. The first timeslot is for the transmission of the jamming signal rather than a normal broadcast. In particular, the jamming signal is proposed to carry an amount of random binary messages, instead of being a pure random signal as usual. It is known as the network-coding-based jamming (NCJ) message in this article. This allows the source to create a network-coding-based message
(NCM) based on exclusive-ORing (XORing) its binary information and the NCJ message. The NCM is then cooperatively transmitted over the next two timeslots. The NCM is free from being eavesdropped once the NCJ message is secured in the first phase. Therefore, the important issue is to physically secure the NCJ message. The degree of wiretapping NCJ is much less than that of wiretapping a transmission from the source because the NCJ message is transmitted from the jammer. There was no spatial diversity exploitation in either jamming task or legitimate transmissions. This challenge will be resolved in this article in which a fully spatial diversity protocol is proposed with detail descriptions and analysis.

We organize the remainder of the article as follows. The next section is the System Model section. Our system is composed of multiple relays and multiple jammers. We then present the proposed hybrid method of PLS in which NCJ and the triple-phase transmission are emphasized. We also analyze the theoretical outage performance of the proposed system in this section. For comparison purposes, we introduce the outage performance expressions of several conventional methods in section 4. Especially, in 4.4, we discuss the use of the PLS method for sharing the seed to make the D-BF-CJ available. Simulation results and discussions are provided in section 5. We finally conclude our work in section 6.

2. System Model

The system used in this article is shown in Fig. 1 and consists of source S, destination D, an eavesdropper E, a set of M relays \( \mathcal{R}_k = \{R_1, \ldots, R_M\} \) and a set of N jammers \( \mathcal{J}_k = \{J_1, \ldots, J_N\} \). Notations \( h_{RS}, h_{RD}, \) and \( h_{RE} \), where \( 1 \leq k \leq M \), denote the channel-state-information (CSI) that corresponds to the links \( R_k \rightarrow S, R_k \rightarrow D \) and \( R_k \rightarrow E \), respectively. \( h_{SD} \) and \( h_{SE} \) denote the CSI accordingly for the links \( S \rightarrow D \) and \( S \rightarrow E \). \( h_{JS}, h_{JD}, \) and \( h_{JE} \) denote the CSI of the links \( J_k \rightarrow S, J_k \rightarrow D, \) and \( J_k \rightarrow E \), respectively. A specific CSI \( h_{ij} \) of the link between nodes \( i \) and \( j \), where \( i, j \in \{S, D, E\} \cup \mathcal{R}_k \cup \mathcal{J}_k \), is known by both of them. Including pilot signals in the control messages, e.g., the request-to-send and clear-to-send messages, allows the two nodes of a specific link to estimate their common CSI. In this article, we assume the errors in estimating the CSI are ignorable. The eavesdropper CSI, \( h_{IE} \), where \( i \neq E \), is known by node \( i \), as assumed in several previous studies [5, 28]. The assumption is valid when an eavesdropper also belongs to the same network. For example, a network consisting of multiple levels of services usually divides itself into a hierarchical structure. Users with higher priority are then protected from the listening by those with lower priority. It is obvious that the lower users become the eavesdroppers if they attempt to decode the unauthorized information. In that case, certain knowledge related to the eavesdropper, e.g., position, CSI, etc., is still known and monitored by the network.

Channels between the links are independently distributed, experiencing the slow and flat Rayleigh fading. The average powers of \( h_{ij} \), where \( i, j \in \{S, D, E\} \cup \mathcal{R}_k \cup \mathcal{J}_k \), are denoted by \( \Omega_{ij} \), respectively. In this article, all modeled average CSI are dependent upon the distances of their links and the common path loss exponent, \( \delta \). The distance \( d_{ij} \) represents the distance of the link between nodes \( i \) and \( j \). The value \( \Omega_{ij} \) is modeled by its distance such that \( \Omega_{ij} = d_{ij}^{-\delta} \). We also define the instantaneous channel power of CSI \( h_{ij} \) as follows: \( \gamma_{ij} = |h_{ij}|^2 \). Further, it should be noted that all of the nodes are based on a single antenna in half-duplex mode.


The transmission interval is divided into three timeslots. We propose a method of using a binary jamming, instead of using a purely noisy jamming signal. \( M_s \) denotes the binary message that \( S \) would like to transmit to \( D \). It is then represented by a complex signal, \( s \), where \( E[s^*s] = 1 \). Each jammer \( J_k \) generates a random binary message, known as the NCJ message \( M_k \), from its own seed; this message is then represented by a NCJ signal \( u_k \), where \( E[u_k] = 0 \) and \( E[|u_k|^2] = 1 \). The proposed jamming signal is completely different from those presented in the previous studies. The jamming signal is a random signal and it carries a random binary message. The seed for generating \( M_k \) is not either shared over unchanged over time. So it will be secured even when eavesdropper uses the long-term observation to discover the jamming signals.

Here, the lengths in bits of \( M_k \) and \( M_s \) are set to be the same, and as a result, the source shares...
this knowledge, e.g., by setting certain control bits in its request-to-send message. The first timeslot is for transmitting a jamming signal, denoted as \( u_k \), and the next two timeslots are for the decode-and-forward of the signal carrying the information signal of the source.

The next subsection describes the transmissions with three phases when a specific jammer \( J_k \), \( 1 \leq k \leq N \), is assumed to be the active jammer, and a specific relay \( R_m \), \( 1 \leq m \leq M \), is assumed to be the active relay.

### 3.1. Transmission in the first phase

In the first phase, \( J_k \) transmits \( u_k \), allowing nodes \( S \), \( D \) and \( E \) to receive the signal as shown below:

\[
y_{j,1} = \sqrt{P_j} h_{j,k} u_k + n_{j,1}
\]

where \( j \in \{S, D, E\} \), \( P_j \) is the transmitting power and \( n_{j,1} \) is the complex white noise, \( n_{j,1} \sim CN(0, 1) \), in the first phase. The target transmission rate is denoted as \( R_t \). \( R_{S,J_k} \) and \( R_{D,J_k} \) denote the secrecy rates of the transmission from \( J_k \) to nodes \( S \) and \( D \), respectively. The terms \( C_{S,J_k}, C_{D,J_k} \) and \( C_{E,J_k} \) are the achievable rates of the transmissions from \( J_k \) to \( S \), \( D \) and \( E \), respectively. These achievable rates are expressed as follows:

\[
C_{S,J_k} = \frac{1}{3} \log_2 \left( 1 + P_j \gamma_{J_k,S} \right)
\]

\[
C_{D,J_k} = \frac{1}{3} \log_2 \left( 1 + P_j \gamma_{J_k,D} \right)
\]

\[
C_{E,J_k} = \frac{1}{3} \log_2 \left( 1 + P_j \gamma_{J_k,E} \right)
\]

The pre-log factor is 1/3 because the total number of transmission phases is three. The secrecy rates are then calculated as follows:

\[
R_{S,J_k} = \left[ C_{S,J_k} - C_{E,J_k} \right]^+ \\
= \frac{1}{3} \log_2 \left( 1 + P_j \frac{\gamma_{J_k,S}}{\gamma_{J_k,E}} \right)^+ \\
\approx \frac{1}{3} \log_2 \left( \frac{\gamma_{J_k,S}}{\gamma_{J_k,E}} \right), \text{ for } P_j \gg 1
\]

\[
R_{D,J_k} = \left[ C_{D,J_k} - C_{E,J_k} \right]^+ \\
= \frac{1}{3} \log_2 \left( 1 + P_j \frac{\gamma_{J_k,D}}{\gamma_{J_k,E}} \right)^+ \\
\approx \frac{1}{3} \log_2 \left( \frac{\gamma_{J_k,D}}{\gamma_{J_k,E}} \right), \text{ for } P_j \gg 1
\]

where \([x]^+ = \max\{x, 0\}\).

### 3.2. Transmission in the second and third phases

Due to the fact that the two messages, \( M_k \) and \( M_l \), have the same length in bits, their transmissions have the same target transmission rate \( R_t \). In other words, when condition \( T_1(J_k) \) occurs, where \( T_1(J_k) = (R_{S,J_k} > R_t) \land (R_{D,J_k} > R_t) \), the message \( M_k \) is securely transmitted to \( S \) and \( D \); thus, node \( E \) cannot eavesdrop this message.

Let us consider the case where condition \( T_1(J_k) \) is satisfied in this subsection. In that case, node \( S \) then creates a message, known as \( M_{0S} \), from \( M_k \) and \( M_l \), using the network-coding technique as follows: \( M_{0S} = M_k \oplus M_l \). The created message is also known as the NCM; it is then represented by a complex signal, \( v_k \), where \( E \{v_k\} = 0 \) and \( E \{|v_k|^2\} = 1 \). The notation \( \oplus \) denotes the XOR operator. The source \( S \) then transmits the signal \( v_k \) in the second phase, allowing the relay group to receive the signal as follows:

\[
y_{R_i,2} = \sqrt{P_i} h_{R_i,S} v_k + n_{R_i,2}
\]

\( R_i \), where \( 1 \leq i \leq M \), is a specific relay, \( P_i \) is the transmitting power and \( n_{R_i,2} \) is the noise at node \( R_i \) in the second phase, \( n_{R_i,2} \sim CN(0, 1) \). By transmitting the message \( M_{0S} \), node \( E \) cannot eavesdrop on message \( M_{0S} \), which is contained in \( M_{0S} \) as a result of the network coding, because it does not have message \( M_k \) due to that \( T_1(J_k) \) was already assumed to be satisfied. Therefore, transmission of the message \( M_k \) in the form of \( M_{0S} \) is always secured once the condition \( T_1(J_k) \) occurs. The capacity of the received signal at the relay \( R_i \), denoted as \( C_{R_i,S} \), is expressed as follows:

\[
C_{R_i,S} = \frac{1}{3} \log_2 \left( 1 + P_i y_{R_i,S} \right)
\]

We define \( L_1 \) as the group of relays that successfully decode the message \( M_{0S} \), \( L_1 = \{R_i | C_{R_i,S} > R_t, 1 \leq i \leq M \} \). It should be noted that the system does not need to secure message \( M_{0S} \) because node \( E \) cannot decode message \( M_{0S} \) contained in this message.

If \( L_1 \) is not an empty set, one of the nodes in \( L_1 \), e.g., \( R_m \), is selected as the active relay to forward the signal \( v_k \) to the destination.

Let us consider the case that \( R_m \) exists in \( L_1 \) and serves as the active relay. Consequently, node \( D \) receives a signal in the third phase as follows:

\[
y_{D,R_m} = \sqrt{P_m} h_{R_m,D} v_k + n_{D,3}
\]

where \( n_{D,3} \) is the complex white noise, \( n_{D,3} \sim CN(0, 1) \), and \( P_m \) is the transmitting power. If the destination successfully decodes \( M_{0S} \), it is able to derive the source message as follows: \( M_s = M_k \oplus M_l \). It should be noted that the destination already safely and successfully decodes the NCJ message \( M_k \) in the first phase as we
are considering that \( T_1 (J_k) \) is satisfied. \( C_{D,R_m} \) denotes the capacity at node D, and is expressed as follows:

\[
C_{D,R_m} = \frac{1}{3} \log_2 \left( 1 + P_3 \gamma_{R_m,D} \right)
\]

(10)

Therefore, the condition for message \( M_k \) to be securely and successfully transmitted, according to the active jammer \( J_k \) and the active relay \( R_m \), is expressed by the condition, \( T_2 (R_m) \), as follows:

\[
T_2 (R_m) = \left( C_{R_m,S} > R_i \right) \cap \left( C_{D,R_m} > R_i \right)
\]

(11)

Let us consider the case when \( L_1 \) is an empty set. As a result, there is no relay that successfully decodes message \( M_k \). Therefore, all of the relays are then simply kept silent in the third phase and the system is in outage.

The NCJ message operates in a similar way to a secure key to decode the true information message of the source. It raises an argument whether the eavesdropper can detect this key based on the observation on NCMs. The answer is “yes, it can.” if the NCMs are observed in a long term and all of these messages must have the same NCJ message. The answer is “no, it cannot.” in our proposed method because NCJ message is secured by PLS and can be freely, independently and frequently changed by each jammer so that all NCMs do not have the same NCJ message in a long term.

### 3.3. Jammer and Relay Selection

#### Jammer Selection.

The setup time occurs prior to each transmission time and is necessary for updating the knowledge of the instantaneous CSI of the links. A pilot signal is contained in each typical control message, e.g., request-to-send (RTS) or clear-to-receive (CTR) messages, etc., to allow nodes to estimate their CSI from the node transmitting the control message. Please refer to Table 1 for descriptions on selection of the active jammer and relay.

In the setup time, the source first wants to update the eavesdropper CSI. The source transmits a request-to-update (RTU) message to request node E to update its CSI.

1. Node E then includes a pilot signal in its reply message, the acknowledgement message, which is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. S transmits RTU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. E transmits ACK</td>
<td>ACK (_1) contains the pilot signal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. S transmits RTS(_1)</td>
<td>RTS(<em>1) contains pilot signal, the CSI value ( h</em>{SE}. )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. S waits for a reply from D with interval ( \tau )</td>
<td>D will not reply because RTS(_1) does not reach D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. The head cluster node ( R_1 ) transmits RTS(_2).</td>
<td>RTS(<em>2) contains the pilot signal, ( h</em>{SE}, ) to take over the task of RTS(_1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. D transmits CTR(_1)</td>
<td>CTR(_1) contains the pilot signal. CTR(_1) starts the relay selection process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Jammer selection within interval ( \Delta_{l_j} )</td>
<td>The active jammer is selected by (12).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. ( J_{l_j} ) transmits either the JCC or JR message. If JCC is transmitted, the system continues its action in the next step. If JR is transmitted, the system will skip step 9 and goes to step 10</td>
<td>The JCC message is transmitted if ( T_1 (J_{l_j}) ) is satisfied. Otherwise, JR is transmitted. JCC contains the pilot signal. JR indicates that no jammer is selected and the system is in outage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Relay selection within the interval ( \Delta_R ). For JCC, selected by (13). ( R_{j_2} ) transmits CTR(_2) within the duration ( \Delta_R ) if it is successfully selected. CTR(_2) contains the pilot signal.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. If JR was already launched or the relay selection time ( \Delta_R ) expires without CTR(_2), data transmission is discarded. If CTR(_2) is transmitted the system starts the data information transmission in three timeslots. The transmission of the message CTR(_2) indicates that the active relay is successfully selected and the system is not in outage. Otherwise, the system starts its data transmission if the relay selection ends and CTR(_2) was launched.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1. A concern might be raised when the NCJ message is a pseudo-random bit-string because its generation consequently requires a seed which can be recovered based on a long-term observation on NCMs. However, in the proposed method, the no requirement to share seed with other nodes allows each jammer to even freely and frequently vary its own seed over time, when the NCJ message is a pseudo-random bit-string. In general, the NCJ message can be freely, independently and frequently changed by each jammer over time.

2. We previously assumed that node E is also in the same network, but with lower priority, and it becomes the eavesdropper when attempting to access the unauthorized data. Therefore, the source already knows that node E is one of its neighbors.
known as ACK₁, to allow S and others to estimate its CSI.

Next, the source sends an RTS message, known as RTS₁, to request a transmission to destination D. Based on the pilot signal contained in this control message, node E, the relays and the jammers can estimate their CSI from the source. It should be noted that the eavesdropping CSI, hₛₑ, is also contained in RTS₁. This will be necessary for the relay selection in Mode 2. D cannot send any feedback because RTS₁ does not reach it due to the unavailability of the direct link. Therefore, after waiting an amount of time, e.g., τ, without feedback from D, the head node of the relay group, e.g., R₁, takes over the task to inform D of the request from S. Here, the discussion on the interval of τ is skipped because it is not the focus of this article. It then continues to create and transmit another RTS message, RTS₂, to let D know the intention of the transmission from the source. Overhearing RTS₂, D feedbacks a CTR message, known as CTR₁. The pilot signal contained in CTR₁ allows all remaining nodes, except S, to estimate the destination CSI.

The relay and jammer groups now have sufficient knowledge about the CSI from S, D and E, and they perform the selections of the active jammer and active relay before acknowledging the feedback of the destination. First, all jammers start to select the active jammer. A sufficient period of time, Δ₁, is allocated for this selection. We denote Jₐ as the active jammer, and it is selected based on equations (5) and (6), as follows:

\[ Jₐ = \arg\max_{Jₐ \in P₁} \left\{ \min \left\{ R_{S,Jₐ}, R_{D,Jₐ} \right\} \right\} \]

\[ \approx \arg\max_{Jₐ \in P₁} \left\{ \min \left\{ \frac{\log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{hₐ S}{Iₐ Jₐ} \right)}{\frac{\log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{hₐ D}{Iₐ D} \right)}{\gamma_{ₐ E}}}, \frac{\log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{hₐ Jₐ}{Iₐ Jₐ} \right)}{\frac{\log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{hₐ E}{Iₐ E} \right)}{\gamma_{ₐ E}}} \right\}, \text{ for } P₁ \gg 1 \right. \]

(12)

Having knowledge of the CSI from the source, destination and eavesdropper, each jammer Jₖ can calculate its secrecy rates Rₛₖₑ and Rₖₑₑ. Techniques, such as the use of countdown timers, to implement the best selection can be found in many previous works. Here, we simply assumed that Jₖ can be selected according to the above selection rule, within the duration Δ₁. The condition T₁(Jₐ) is thus determined by comparing Rₛₖₑ and Rₖₑₑ with the target transmission rate Rₜ.

In the case where condition T₁(Jₐ) is satisfied, Jₐ transmits a message, known as the jamming cooperation confirmation (JCC) message, allowing others to know it. If T₁(Jₐ) fails, Jₐ transmits a message, known as the jamming rejection (JR) message, to refuse its cooperation, allowing the system to know that the system is in outage and thus, the system is silent in the data transmission time.

**Relay Selection.** The pilot signal is included in the JCC message, allowing S, D and E to estimate the CSI from Jₐ. Overhearing JCC, the relays know that they have to start to select the active relay, denoted Rₐ. The relays Rₐ, 1 ≤ l ≤ M, can calculate their capacities, Cₚₐₛ, and only those satisfying the condition, Cₚₐₛ > Rₜ, automatically set themselves to be in group Lₙ. A sufficient duration, e.g., Δₚₐ, is allocated for this selection. If group Lₙ is not an empty set, the relays then select the active relay, denoted as Rₐ, as follows:

\[ Rₐ = \arg\max_{Rₐ \in Lₙ} \left\{ C_{D,Rₐ} \right\} \]

\[ \approx \arg\max_{Rₐ \in Lₙ} \left\{ \gamma_{ₐ D} \right\} \]

(13)

Rₐ is empty only when Lₙ is an empty set. We assume that the selection rule can be performed within the duration Δₚₐ. If Lₙ is not an empty set, Rₐ is always selected before the selection time Δₚₐ expires, because this interval is assumed to be sufficient for the selection. Rₐ then immediately creates and transmits a CTR message, known as CTR₂. Thus, CTR₂ is always transmitted before the selection time Δₚₐ expires. This message actually takes over the job of CTR₁, which cannot reach node S. CTR₂ also contains the pilot signal, allowing the others to estimate the CSI from Rₐ. Overhearing CTR₂, the system starts the transmission time in which Jₐ and Rₐ are the active jammer and relay, respectively. The empty result of the relay selection is indicated by the fact that the selection period, Δₚₐ, runs out without the message CTR₂. When either JR or the relay selection time Δₚₐ running out without CTR₂ occurs, the system simply does not allow for any data transmission. Therefore, the system will be in silence in the respective data transmission time if this occurs.

The descriptions of the active jammer and relay selections are summarized in the diagram shown in Table ??.

### 3.4. Outage Performance Analysis

The successful transmission occurs when the following conditions are satisfied: T₁(Jₐ) is true and T₂(Rₐ) is true, where Jₐ is selected from (12) and Rₐ is selected from (13).

**Probability for a successful transmission.** The distributions of hₛₑ and hₑₑ are necessary when computing the secrecy rates in the transmission for the binary jamming message. They are independent from the CSI, which are essential for calculating the achievable rates, Cₛₑₑ and Cₑₑₑ, at the relay and D. Thus, the probability for
successful transmission, denoted as $P_{\text{succ,1}}$, is computed as follows:

$$
P_{\text{succ,1}} = \Pr \left[ T_1 (I_a) \cap T_2 (R_a) \right]
= \Pr \left[ T_1 (I_a) \right] \Pr \left[ T_2 (R_a) \right]
= \Pr \left\{ \left( R_{S,I_a} > R_I \right) \cap \left( R_{D,I_a} > R_I \right) \right\} \frac{T_1}{T_2} \times \Pr \left\{ \left( C_{R_a,S} > R_I \right) \cap \left( C_{R_a,D} > R_I \right) \right\}.
$$

(14)

The probability $T_1$ is rewritten as follows:

$$
T_1 \approx \Pr \left\{ \left( \frac{1}{2} \log_2 \left( \frac{\gamma_{S,I_a}}{\gamma_{l,E}} \right) > R_I \right) \cap \left( \frac{1}{2} \log_2 \left( \frac{\gamma_{l,D}}{\gamma_{l,E}} \right) > R_I \right) \right\}, \text{ for } P_1 \gg 1
= \Pr \left\{ \min \left\{ \frac{\gamma_{S,I_a}}{\gamma_{l,E}}, \frac{\gamma_{l,D}}{\gamma_{l,E}} \right\} > 2^{2R_I} \right\}
= 1 - \Pr \left\{ \min \left\{ \frac{\gamma_{S,I_a}}{\gamma_{l,E}}, \frac{\gamma_{l,D}}{\gamma_{l,E}} \right\} < 2^{3R_I} \right\}
= 1 - \Pr \left\{ \max_{1 \leq k \leq N} \left\{ \min \left\{ \frac{\gamma_{S,I_a}}{\gamma_{l,E}}, \frac{\gamma_{l,D}}{\gamma_{l,E}} \right\} \right\} < 2^{3R_I} \right\}
= 1 - \Pr \left\{ \max_{1 \leq k \leq N} \left\{ \min \left\{ \frac{\gamma_{S,I_a}}{\gamma_{l,E}}, \frac{\gamma_{l,D}}{\gamma_{l,E}} \right\} \right\} < 2^{3R_I} \right\}
= 1 - \Pr \left\{ \frac{\gamma_{S,I_a}}{\gamma_{l,E}} < 2^{3R_I} \right\}
= 1 - \prod_{k=1}^{N} \left[ 1 - \Pr \left\{ \frac{\gamma_{S,I_a}}{\gamma_{l,E}} < 2^{3R_I} \right\} \right].
$$

(15)

Substituting (16) into (15), we obtain the value of the probability $T_1$ as follows:

$$
T_1 \approx 1 - \prod_{k=1}^{N} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\Omega_{l,E} (\rho_1 + \rho_1 + \frac{1}{\Omega_{l,E}}) } \right).
$$

(17)

$\rho_2$ denotes the value of $2^{3R_I} - 1$. The probability $T_2$ is rewritten as follows:

$$
T_2 = \Pr \left\{ \left( \gamma_{R,S} > \frac{\rho_2}{P_2} \right) \cap \left( \gamma_{R,D} > \frac{\rho_2}{P_2} \right) \right\}
$$

(18)

$C^M_n$ represents the $n$-combination of the set with $M$ elements, $C^M_n = \frac{M!}{n!(M-n)!}$. The set $\{L_1, \ldots, L_d, \ldots, L_n\}$ defines a $n$-element set in which each element, $L_d$, where $1 \leq d \leq n$, is selected from $M$ relays, $L_d \in \mathcal{P}_R$. It is explicit that we can create $C^M_n$ different $n$-element sets from $M$ relays. Each of them, e.g., the $i$-th set, is denoted as $L_{n,i}$, $1 \leq i \leq C^M_n$. Mathematically, $L_{n,i} \subseteq \{L_1, \ldots, L_n\}$ and $1 \leq i \leq C^M_n$. Similarly, there are possibly $C^M_n$ different groups of $L_{1,i}$ with $|L_{1,i}| = n$. These groups form a space of the relay groups, denoted as $\Lambda_1 (n)$, that have the same size of $n$. Mathematically, $\Lambda_1 (n) \subseteq \{L_1, \ldots, L_n\}$ and $1 \leq i \leq C^M_n$. Using $L_{n,i}$, where $1 \leq i \leq C^M_n$, to represent a specific group of $L_{1,i}$, $\Lambda_1 (n)$ is simpler when expressed as follows: $\Lambda_1 (n) = \left\{ L_{n,1}, \ldots, L_{n,i}, \ldots, L_{n,C^M_n} \right\}$. As a result, equation (18) is equivalently expressed as follows:

$$
T_2 = \sum_{n=1}^{M} \sum_{i=1}^{C^M_n} \Pr \left\{ L_{1,i} = L_{n,i}^{\prime}, |L_{1,i}| = n \right\} \left[ \prod_{d \in L_{1,i}^{\prime}} \frac{\min \left\{ \frac{\gamma_{R,S}}{\frac{\rho_2}{P_2}}, \frac{\gamma_{R,D}}{\frac{\rho_2}{P_2}} \right\} }{ |L_{1,i}^{\prime}| - 1 } \right] \left[ \prod_{d \in L_{1,i}^{\prime}} \frac{\min \left\{ \frac{\gamma_{R,S}}{\frac{\rho_2}{P_2}}, \frac{\gamma_{R,D}}{\frac{\rho_2}{P_2}} \right\} }{ |L_{1,i}^{\prime}| - 1 } \right].
$$

(19)

Because $h_{R,S}$, $R_I \in \mathcal{P}_R$, is independently distributed, $I_{2,n}$ is computed as follows:

$$
I_{2,n} = \prod_{d=1}^{n} \Pr \left\{ \gamma_{R,S} > \frac{\rho_2}{P_2} \right\} \prod_{d \in L_{n,1}} \Pr \left\{ \gamma_{R,S} < \frac{\rho_2}{P_2} \right\}
= \prod_{d=1}^{n} \exp \left\{ -\frac{\rho_2}{P_2 \Omega_{R,S}} \right\} \prod_{d \in L_{n,1}} \left( 1 - \exp \left\{ -\frac{\rho_2}{P_2 \Omega_{R,S}} \right\} \right).
$$

(20)
The CSI $h_{l,d}$ are independent of those forming the set $\mathcal{L}_1$. Therefore, the term $I_{3,n,i}$ is calculated as follows:

$$
I_{3,n} = \Pr \left\{ \max_{l \in \mathcal{L}_{1,i}} \left\{ \gamma_{l,d} > \frac{P_2}{P_3} \right\} \right\}
$$

$$
= 1 - \Pr \left\{ \max_{l \in \mathcal{L}_{1,i}} \left\{ \gamma_{l,d} < \frac{P_2}{P_3} \right\} \right\}
$$

$$
= 1 - \prod_{d=1}^{n} \Pr \left\{ \gamma_{l,d} < \frac{P_2}{P_3} \right\} (21)
$$

By substituting (20) and (21) into (19), the term $T_2$ is calculated. From (14), (17) and (19), the value of $P_{\text{suc,1}}$ is expressed as follows:

$$
P_{\text{suc,1}} = \left( 1 - \sum_{k=1}^{N} \left( 1 - \left( \frac{\rho_1}{\Omega_{k,E}} \right)^{-1} \left( \frac{\rho_1}{\Omega_{k,E}} + \frac{\rho_2}{\Omega_{k,E}} \right)^{-1} \right) \right) \times \prod_{l=1}^{M} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{\prod_{l=1}^{n} \exp \left( -\frac{P_2}{P_3 \Omega_{l,d}^{D}} \right)}{\prod_{l=1}^{n} \left( 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{P_2}{P_3 \Omega_{l,d}^{D}} \right) \right)} \right) (22)
$$

Outage probability. Therefore, the outage probability, denoted as $P_{\text{out}}$, is determined as follows:

$$
P_{\text{out}} = 1 - P_{\text{suc,1}}. (23)
$$

4. The Outage Probability in Several Current Cooperative Jamming Methods

In this section, we introduce the expression of the outage probabilities of TDF, BFC, SJJ, D-BF-CJ which were previously studied in [3–5, 13, 28]. These methods are then compared to the proposed method to validate the advantages of the new scheme.

4.1. The outage performance in TDF

The TDF method does not use the jamming technique. Therefore, all jammers are designed to be relays, making the total relay to be $(M + N)$ relays, $R_l$ and $J_k$ for $1 \leq l \leq M$ and $1 \leq k \leq N$.

Transmission in the first timeslot. In the first time slot, $S$ simply transmits its signal, $s$, which carries its binary message $\mathcal{M}_s$, to the relay groups. Consequently, the relays and eavesdropper receive the signal as follows:

$$
y_{j,1} = \sqrt{P_3} h_{JS} s + n_{j,1} (24)
$$

where $n_{j,1}$ is the complex white noise of node $j$, where $j \in \{E, R_1, \ldots, R_M, J_1, \ldots, J_N\}$ in the first timeslot, $n_{j,1} \sim CN(0,1)$. $P_3$ is the transmitting power of the source. The time slot in this case is 3/2 longer than that in the proposed method. Therefore, $P_3$ is set to be $\frac{2}{3} P_2$ to ensure the same energy consumption at $S$, as in the previous method. $\hat{C}_{j,S}$ denotes the capacities at node $j$, and it is expressed as follows:

$$
\hat{C}_{j,S} = \frac{1}{2} \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{2}{3} P_2 \gamma_{JS} \right) (25)
$$

\(\hat{R}_{j,s}\) denotes the secrecy rate of the relay $j$, where $j$ is $R_l$ or $J_k$, which is expressed as follows:

$$
\hat{R}_{j,s} = \left[ \hat{C}_{j,S} - \hat{C}_{E,S} \right]^{+} = \left[ \frac{1}{2} \log_2 \left( \frac{1 + \frac{2}{3} P_2 \gamma_{JS}}{1 + \frac{2}{3} P_2 \gamma_{SE}} \right) \right]^{+} (26)
$$

The relays, which successfully decode message $\mathcal{M}_s$ while $E$ fails to eavesdrop it, form a group known as $\mathcal{L}_2$, where $\mathcal{L}_2 = \{R_l, J_k | \hat{R}_{R_l,s} > R_{th}, \hat{R}_{J_k,s} > R_{th}, 1 \leq l \leq M, 1 \leq k \leq N\}$. Transmission in the second timeslot. A certain node, e.g., $R$, where $R \in \mathcal{L}_2$, is selected to be the active relay, forwarding this message to the destination. Thus, nodes $D$ and $E$ receive the signals, respectively, as follows:

$$
y_{D,2} = \sqrt{P_3} h_{RD} s + n_{D,2} (27)
$$

$$
y_{E,2} = \sqrt{P_3} h_{RE} s + n_{E,2} (28)
$$

$n_{e,2}$ is the complex white noise of $E$ in this phase, $n_{e,2} \sim CN(0,1)$. The transmitting power $P_3$ is set to be equal to $\frac{5}{7} (P_1 + P_3)$ to satisfy the same total energy as used by jammer $J_k$ and relay $R_m$ in the proposed method. The total energy consumed by the jammer and relay in the proposed method is $(P_1 + P_3)/3$, as compared to the energy used by the relay in the current mode, $\frac{5P_3}{7}$. This explains the presence of the factor $2/3$, as shown here.

At node $E$, it attempts to employ the maximum ratio combiner (MRC) to maximize the SNR of the signal $s$, because it receives the same signal in two time slots. $\hat{C}_{E,2}$ denotes the capacity at $E$, with respect to the use of MRC, and is written as follows:

$$
\hat{C}_{E,2} = \frac{1}{2} \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{4}{3} P_2 \gamma_{SE} + \frac{2}{3} (P_1 + P_3) \gamma_{RE} \right) (29)
$$
However, node D cannot employ MRC in the same way as E because its direct link to S is unavailable. \( \hat{C}_{D,2} \) denotes the capacity at D in this phase, and is expressed as follows:

\[
\hat{C}_{D,2} = \frac{1}{2} \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{2}{3} (P_1 + P_3) \gamma_{RD} \right)
\]  

(30)

\( \hat{R}_{D,R} \) denotes the secrecy rate at D, expressed as follows:

\[
\hat{R}_{D,R} = \left[ \hat{C}_{D,2} - \hat{C}_{E,2} \right]^+
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{2} \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{2}{3} (P_1 + P_3) \gamma_{RD} \right)^+
\]

(31)

The condition for which node D safely and successfully decodes message \( M_{a} \), corresponding to the active relay R, is known as \( T_3(R) \), shown as follows:

\[
T_3(R) = \left\{ (L_2 \neq \emptyset) \cap (R_m \in L_2) \cap (\hat{R}_{D,R_m} > R_i) \right\}
\]  

(32)

**Active relay selection.** The active relay is selected based on the following expression:

\[
R_a = \arg\max_{R \in L_2} \left\{ \hat{R}_{D,R} \right\}
\]

(33)

**Outage probability of TDF.** Therefore, the outage probability of TDF, denoted as \( P_{out}^{\text{TDF}} \), is expressed as follows:

\[
P_{out}^{\text{TDF}} = \Pr \left\{ \bigcap_{m=1}^{M} \left( \hat{R}_{R_m,S} > R_i \right) \cap \left( \hat{R}_{D,R_m} > R_i \right) \right\}
\]

(34)

where \( \hat{R}_{R_m,S} > R_i \) is required for a relay R to safely and successfully decodes the source message in the first timeslot. The condition \( \hat{R}_{D,R_m} > R_i \) is required to allow D to safely and successfully decodes the source message in the second slot, corresponding to when R is selected as the active relay.

4.2. The outage performance in SJJ

In SJJ, in addition to the transmission of the source, the active jammer attempts to jam the eavesdropper. Let us consider the secrecy rate when a certain relay, e.g., \( R_m \), is selected to be the active relay and a certain jammer, e.g., \( J_k \), is selected to be the active jammer. In the two phases, \( J_k \) transmits the jamming signals with the power of \( P_k \). The value of \( P_k \) must be \( \frac{P_0}{2} \), requiring the total jamming energy used for both timeslots to be \( P_1/3 \), as in the proposed method. In the cooperative phase, \( R_m \) forwards the signal with the power of \( \frac{2}{3} P_3 \), to make their energy equal to \( \frac{P_0}{2} \), as the proposed method.

Consequently, the energy values for transmission from the source, relay and jammer are the same as in the proposed method. The secrecy rate at \( R_m \) in the end of the first phase, denoted as \( \hat{R}_{R_m,S,J_k} \), is as follows:

\[
\hat{R}_{R_m,S,J_k} = \frac{1}{2} \log_2 \left( \frac{1 + \frac{2}{3} P_1 \gamma_{RD}}{1 + \frac{2}{3} P_3 \gamma_{SE} + \frac{1}{3} (P_1 + P_3) \gamma_{RE}} \right)^+
\]

(35)

The secrecy rate in the second phase, denoted as \( \hat{R}_{D,R_m,J_k} \), is expressed as follows:

\[
\hat{R}_{D,R_m,J_k} = \frac{1}{2} \log_2 \left( \frac{1 + \frac{2}{3} P_1 \gamma_{RD}}{1 + \frac{2}{3} P_3 \gamma_{SE} + \frac{1}{3} (P_1 + P_3) \gamma_{RE}} \right)^+
\]

(36)

The transmission in this method is in outage when there is no pair of \((J_k, R_m)\), i.e., \( \forall 1 \leq k \leq N \) and \( 1 \leq m \leq M \), satisfying the condition \( \left( \hat{R}_{R_m,S,J_k} > R_i \right) \cap \left( \hat{R}_{D,R_m,J_k} > R_i \right) \). The outage probability, denoted as \( P_{out}^{\text{SJ}} \), is expressed as follows:

\[
P_{out}^{\text{SJ}} = \Pr \left\{ \bigcap_{k=1}^{N} \bigcap_{m=1}^{M} \left( \hat{R}_{R_m,S,J_k} > R_i \right) \cap \left( \hat{R}_{D,R_m,J_k} > R_i \right) \right\}
\]

(37)

4.3. Outage performance with the BFC method

In this scenario, only the source transmits the signal in the first timeslot, as in the TDF method. All relays \( R_l \) and \( J_k \) act as the relay, similar to the case presented in section 4.1. The nodes that securely and successfully decode the source message in the first phase form the relay group \( L_3 \). Consider the case that \( |L_3| = n \geq 1 \), all of the relays in \( L_3 \) form a beamformer which is \( w = (w_1, \ldots, w_n)^T \), \( ||w|| = 1 \), to maximize the secrecy rate [20]. For a specific group of \( L_3 = \{L_1, L_2, \ldots, L_d, \ldots, L_n\} \), where \( L_d \) are selected from the relays and jammers, \( 1 \leq d \leq n \), \( L_d \in L_R \cup P_J \). We denote \( h_{L_3,i} \) as the CSI vector from nodes in \( L_3 \) to node \( i \), where \( i \in [D,E] \). Mathematically, \( h_{L_3,i} = (h_{L_1,i}, \ldots, h_{L_d,i}, \ldots, h_{L_n,i})^H \). It should be noted that \( x^H \) is the conjugate transpose of vector \( x \). Each node \( L_d \) then transmits the signal \( s \) with power \( \frac{2}{3} (P_1 + P_3) \) and weight \( w_d \) in the second phase. This power value results in the same energy, the amount that is used for both jamming and relaying in the proposed method. Therefore, node D and E receive the signals as follows:

\[
\hat{y}_{D,2} = \sqrt{\frac{2}{3} (P_1 + P_3) h_{L_3,S}^H w} s + n_{D,2}
\]

(38)

\[
\hat{y}_{E,2} = \sqrt{\frac{2}{3} (P_1 + P_3) h_{L_3,E}^H w} s + n_{E,2}
\]

(39)
Node E employs MRC for the two signals received in two timeslots. As a result, the secrecy rate at D is
\[
R_D = \begin{cases} 
\log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{(P_i^h h_{i,j}^H \mathbf{w})^H \mathbf{w}}{\sigma^2} \right) |L_3| 
eq 0 \\
0, |L_3| = 0 
\end{cases}
\] (40)

The weight vector \( \mathbf{w} \) conditioned on \( |L_3| = n \neq 0 \) is based on
\[
\max_{\mathbf{w}} R_D \quad \text{s.t.} \quad ||\mathbf{w}|| = 1
\] (41)

The beamformer was resolved by J. Li et al. where \( J \) transmits Transmission in the first timeslot.

The beamforming was as in the proposed method.\( \) Transmissions still require the three timeslots as same message.

Application of the PLS into protecting the seed and data signals at jammers in the scope of this subsection, we term the NCJ message \( \mathcal{M}_j \), and it is expressed by \( \mathcal{Q}_j = \{Q_1, \ldots, Q_n\} \), where \( |\mathcal{Q}_j| = n \). Therefore, \( n \leq N \). The condition allows all jammers in \( \mathcal{Q}_j \) to securely and successfully decode the CS message as is follows:
\[
\min_{j \in \mathcal{Q}_j, j \neq k} \left\{ R_{j,k} \right\} > R_{cs}
\] (45)

The D-BF-CJ requires at least two jammers to perform the beamforming. Therefore, the system is immediately in outage if there is no set of \( \mathcal{Q}_j \), for \( n \geq 2 \) and for all \( k \in [1, \ldots, N] \), satisfying the condition \( (45) \). Equivalently, the system is immediately in outage when
\[
\max_{j \in \mathcal{Q}_j, j \neq k, |\mathcal{Q}_j|=N} \left\{ R_{j,k} \right\} < R_{cs}, \quad \forall 1 \leq k \leq N
\] (46)

Transmission in the second timeslot. Assuming that we already successfully find a set of \( \mathcal{Q}_j \), where \( 2 \leq |\mathcal{Q}_j| \leq N \), all jammers then join into the D-BF-CJ. Let us consider the case when \( R_m \) is selected the active relay.

The received signal at \( R_m \), where \( 1 \leq m \leq M \), and \( E \) in the second phase as follows:
\[
y_{R_m,2} = \sqrt{P_h} h_{R_m,2} s + \sqrt{P_h} h_{Q_{j,l},2} w_{Q_{j,l},1} x + n_{R_m,2}
\] (47)

\[
y_{E,2} = \sqrt{P_h} h_{E} s + \sqrt{P_h} h_{Q_{j,l},2} w_{Q_{j,l},1} x + n_{E,2}
\] (48)

where a specific \( \mathcal{Q}_j \) group is expressed by \( \mathcal{Q}_j = \{Q_1, \ldots, Q_n\} \), where \( |\mathcal{Q}_j| = n \), and \( Q_i \) is selected from the jammer group. \( P_h \) is the transmitting power of the jamming signal \( x \). Further, \( x \) is the jamming signal which is a random Gaussian signal with zero mean and unit variance, and it does not contain any information. \( h_{Q_{j,l},j} \) is the instantaneous CSI of the group \( \mathcal{Q}_j \) to node \( j \).

The weight vector \( w_{Q_{j,l}} \) is then calculated to optimize the secrecy rate at \( R_m \) and maintaining no interference.
at \( R_m \) as follows:

\[
\max_{w_{Q_j}^1} \mathcal{R}_{R_m, Q_j}, \quad \text{s.t.} \quad \|w_{Q_j}^1\| = 1 \quad \text{and} \quad h_{Q_j, R_m}^H w_{Q_j}^1 = 0 \tag{50}
\]

In that case, \( \mathcal{R}_{R_m} \) is rewritten as follows:

\[
\mathcal{R}_{R_m, Q_j} = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\frac{1}{2} \log_2 \left( \frac{1 + P_2 y_{R_m D}}{1 + P_2 y_{R_m D}^H h_{Q_j, 3}^H H_{Q_j, 3} w_{Q_j}^1} \right), & |Q_j| \geq 2 \\
0, & |Q_j| < 2
\end{array} \right. \tag{51}
\]

As a result, the problem (50) is reformed as follows [13]:

\[
\max_{w_{Q_j}^1} w_{Q_j}^1, \quad \text{s.t.} \quad \|w_{Q_j}^1\| = 1 \quad \text{and} \quad h_{Q_j, R_m}^H w_{Q_j}^1 = 0 \tag{52}
\]

\( R_m \) successfully and securely decodes the source message if the following condition is satisfied:

\[
\mathcal{R}_{R_m} \geq R_t \tag{53}
\]

Transmission in the third timeslot. Let us consider the case when \( R_m \) successfully and securely decodes the source message. In this case, \( R_m \) will forward the source message to \( D \) and the jammers in \( Q_j \) performs their jamming task in the third phase. Node \( j \), where \( j \in \{D, E\} \), receives the signal as follows:

\[
y_{j, 3} = \sqrt{P_3} h_{R_m D} s + \sqrt{P_3} h_{Q_j, D}^H w_{Q_j}^1, + n_{j, D} \tag{54}
\]

where \( P_3 \) is the transmitting power of the jamming signal \( y \). Further, \( y \) is the jamming signal which is a random Gaussian signal with zero mean and unit variance. It is not as same as the signal \( x \) because the CS allows jammers in \( Q_j \) to generate the same random signal.

The secrecy rate at \( D \) is defined and expressed as follows:

\[
\mathcal{R}_{D, R_m, Q_j} = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\frac{1}{3} \log_2 \left( \frac{1 + P_3 y_{R_m D}}{1 + P_3 y_{R_m D}^H h_{Q_j, 3}^H H_{Q_j, 3} w_{Q_j}^1} \right), & |Q_j| \geq 2 \\
0, & |Q_j| < 2
\end{array} \right. \tag{55}
\]

according to the maximization [13]:

\[
\max_{w_{Q_j}^1} w_{Q_j}^1, \quad \text{s.t.} \quad \|w_{Q_j}^1\| = 1 \quad \text{and} \quad h_{Q_j, D}^H w_{Q_j}^1 = 0 \tag{56}
\]

Note that \( w_{Q_j}^1 \) is already determined in the second timeslot. Both maximization problems in (52) and (56) were already resolved in [13]. The total power consumed at the jammers in \( Q \) is \( P_1 + P_2 + P_3 \), this value must be the same as the power used in the active jammer in the proposed method. Therefore, \( P_1 + P_2 + P_3 = P_1 \). In this article, for the simplification, we equally uses the same power as follows: \( P_1 = P_2 = P_3 = P_1/3 \).

Lower-bound of Outage Probability. The condition that allows a specific \( J_k \) jammer (as the active jammer), a specific \( Q_j \) set of jammers and relay \( R_m \) (as the active relay) to provide a successful and secure transmission for the source message is expressed as follows:

\[
\mathcal{T}_4 (Q_j, R_m) \triangleq \min_{j \in \{D, E\}, j \neq J_k} \left\{ \mathcal{R}_{J_k, j} > R_j \right\} \cap \left( \mathcal{R}_{R_m, Q_j} > R_t \right) \cap \left( \mathcal{R}_{D, R_m, Q_j} > R_t \right) \tag{57}
\]

It is clear that

\[
\Pr \{ \mathcal{T}_4 (Q_j, R_m) \} \leq \Pr \left( \left( \mathcal{R}_{R_m, Q_j} > R_t \right) \cap \left( \mathcal{R}_{D, R_m, Q_j} > R_t \right) \right) \tag{58}
\]

5The eavesdropper can use the MRC while \( D \) is impossible. It is because the direct link from \( S \) to \( D \) is unavailable.
It is easy to find that $Q_{i_k} \subset \mathcal{P}_j$. Further, the value of $\max_{w_{\eta_j}\in \mathcal{P}_j} w_{\eta_j}^H h_{\eta_j}^H e \mathbf{h}_{\eta_j}^H e w_{\eta_j}^H$, corresponding to the maximization problem (52) is less than the value of $\max_{w_{\eta_j}\in \mathcal{P}_j} w_{\eta_j}^H h_{\eta_j}^H e \mathbf{h}_{\eta_j}^H e w_{\eta_j}^H$ with the constraints $\|w_{\eta_j}\| = 1$ and $h_{\eta_j}^H e \mathbf{h}_{\eta_j}^H e w_{\eta_j}^H = 0$, because of $Q_{i_k} \subset \mathcal{P}_j$.

As a result, $\mathcal{R}_{\text{out}}(\mathcal{P}_j, R_m) \leq \mathcal{R}_{\text{out}}(\mathcal{P}_j)$. Similarly, we also have $\mathcal{R}_{\text{out}}(\mathcal{P}_j, R_m) < \mathcal{R}_{\text{out}}(\mathcal{P}_j)$.

As a result, the outage probability is expressed as follows:

$$\Pr \{ T_4(Q_{i_k}, R_m) \} \leq \Pr \{ T_5(Q_{i_k}, R_m) \} \leq \Pr \{ (\mathcal{R}_{\text{out}}(\mathcal{P}_j) > R_t) \cap (\mathcal{R}_{\text{out}}(\mathcal{P}_j) > R_t) \}.$$  (59)

The condition $T_6(\mathcal{P}_j, R_m)$ indicates the case that all jammers always obtain the CS message and they join into the jamming tasks in the second and third timeslots.

The system is in outage when we cannot find any specific $J_k$ jammer, a specific $Q_{i_k}$ set of jammers and relay $R_m$ to satisfy the condition $T_4(Q_{i_k}, R_m)$. As a result, the outage probability is expressed as follows:

$$p_{out}^{IV} = \Pr \left\{ \bigcap_{k=1}^N \bigcap_{n=2}^N \bigcap_{i=1}^M (T_4(Q_{i_k}, R_m)) \right\}$$  (60)

where $n$ is the size of the specific $Q_{i_k}$ set.

It is clear that the condition $T_4(Q_{i_k}, R_m)$ is stricter than $T_5(Q_{i_k}, R_m)$ (see (57) and (58)). Further, $T_5(Q_{i_k}, R_m)$ is stricter than $T_6(\mathcal{P}_j, R_m)$ (see (58) and (59)). As a result, the lower-bound of the outage probability is expressed as follows:

$$p_{out}^{IV} \geq p_{out}^{IV, low} = \Pr \left\{ \bigcap_{k=1}^N \bigcap_{n=2}^N \bigcap_{i=1}^M (T_6(\mathcal{P}_j, R_m)) \right\}$$  (61)

where $\mathcal{P}_j$ is the size of the specific $Q_{i_k}$.

Here, it should be noted that $T_6(\mathcal{P}_j, R_m)$ expresses that looser case that all jammers always obtain the CS message. Therefore, the lower bound outage probability $p_{out}^{IV, low}$ is no longer dependent of the active jammer selection, size and combination of specific set $Q_{i_k}$.

In this article, we simulate the lower-bound outage performance $p_{out}^{IV, low}$ of the D-BF-CJ to compare with that of the proposed method.

5. Simulations and Discussions

Nodes S, D and E are located at coordinates (0, 0), (1, 0) and (x_E, y_E), respectively. M relays $R_t$, for $1 \leq l \leq M$, are uniformly distributed in a circle centered at the point $C_R$ with radius $r_R$. Similarly, jammers $J_k$ are uniformly distributed in the region bounded by the circle with central point $C_J$ and radius $r_J$. These locations are depicted in Fig. 2. In this simulation, we set $C_R$ to be the same as $C_J$, and $r_R = r_J$, because the relays and jammers are typically in the same region in practice. $C_R \equiv C_J (0.5, 0)$ and $r_R = r_J = 0.25$. The transmitting powers are set as follows: $P_1 = 10$, $P_2 = 10$ and $P_3 = 10$. It should be noted that noise powers are normalized at the unit. The path loss is $\delta = 4$. The target transmission rate is set at $R_t = 0.25$ (bits/s/Hz). For each scenario regarding the random positions of relays and jammers, we measure the outage performance which is presented in term of outage probability (OPR). The average outage performance (AOP) is then calculated based on a sufficient number of the OPRs with respect to that various scenarios of positions of relays and jammers are surveyed. Thus, average outage probability (AOPR) is considered as metric to present the AOP in this article.

The AOPR as a function of the number of relays, $M$, is depicted in Fig. 3. The number of jammers is fixed at $N = 6$. Two positions of $E$ are surveyed; they are $E(0, 0.1)$ and $E(0, 0.2)$, resulting in the distance $d_{SE}$ equal to 0.1 and 0.2, respectively. Observing the figure, we can see that the analysis and simulation are matched with each other in the proposed method. In TDF, SJJ and BFC, the figure validates that the proposed method obtains considerable improvement in the AOP, as compared to the current methods of TDF, SJJ and BFC.

---

We can observe this rule by comparing two simple cases. i) $A = \max_{\omega_1, \omega_2} \| \omega_1 a_1 + \omega_2 a_2 \| \cdot \| \omega_1 b_1 + \omega_2 b_2 \| = 0$ and $\| \omega_1 a_1 + \omega_2 a_2 \|^2 + \| \omega_1 b_1 + \omega_2 b_2 \|^2 = 1$. ii) $B = \max_{\omega_1, \omega_2} \| \omega_1 a_1 + \omega_2 a_2 \|^2$ s.t. $\omega_1 a_1 + \omega_2 a_2 = 0$ and $\| \omega_1 b_1 + \omega_2 b_2 + \omega_3 b_3 \| < 1$. It is easy to find that by setting $\omega_3 = 0$, the problem ii) becomes as same as the problem i). Therefore, $B \geq A$.
In the proposed method, the increase in the number of relays does not create much improvement because of this reason. The outage performance depends highly on the transmission of the NCJ message from the active jammer, rather than depending on the decode-and-forward of the NCM message. In other words, when $M$ increases to a large number, $T_2$ approaches 1. As a result, $P_{\text{acc,1}} \rightarrow T_1$, and $P_{\text{acc,1}}$ no longer heavily depends on $M$. We can see that the AOPRs of TDF, SJJ and BFC are very high because of the high SNR at E.

Now, let us discuss the lower-bound of the D-BF-CJ in Fig. 3. For a eavesdropper position which is not very strictly close to the source such as $E(0,0.2)$ in the figure, D-BF-CJ can offer the outperformance as compared to the proposed method, as seen in the range of $M > 6$, because the distance between the source and the eavesdropper is not sufficiently close, and thus, the received jamming signal is considerably stronger than the source signal. However, if the eavesdropper locates very close to source, AOP of D-BF-CJ is rapidly degraded (meaning that AOPR rapidly increases) as seen in the case of $E(0,0.1)$ in the figure. Here, the proposed method considerably outperforms D-BF-CJ.

The next survey attempts to investigate the importance of the use of multiple jammers in the proposed method, as shown in Fig. 4. We fix the number of relays at $M = 5$ while changing the number of jammers. We can see that the increase in $N$ results in a considerable change in the AOP. The AOPR decreases as $N$ increases. Meanwhile, the AOPRs of the TDF, SJJ and BFC methods are nearly at the same level and a high value as $N$ increases. The D-BF-CJ can outperform the proposed method only when source and the eavesdropper is not sufficiently close to each other, as seen in the case of $E(0,0.2)$. The lower-bound AOPR of D-BF-CJ is below that of the proposed method in this case. However, Fig. 4 confirms again that the proposed methods is superior to all of the remaining if $E$ locates very close to $S$, as seen in the case of $E(0,0.1)$. We also observe several properties as follows. The greater number of jammers is used, the greater benefit is created by the jammers in the proposed method (also in the D-BF-CJ). Thus, this figure validates the effective exploitation of the spatial diversity with multiple jammers in the proposed method.

Fig. 5 evaluates the AOPR as a function of the target transmission rate. We set $N = 3$ and $M = 6$. Although the pre-log factor in the secrecy rates in the proposed method is $1/3$, the AOP of the proposed method is still better than the TDF, SJJ and BFC methods when $R_t$ changes. Because the distance between $S$ and $E$
is not sufficiently close, we can see that the lower-bound of AOPR corresponding to D-BF-CJ is less than the AOPR of the proposed method, as seen in the case of $E(0, 0.2)$. The proposed method has a considerable outperformance of AOPR as compared with that of D-BF-CJ when $E$ is very close to $S$, because the effect of jamming is not sufficiently stronger than the wiretapping channel, as seen in the case of $E(0, 0.1)$. This means that the advantages created by the binary jamming method not only compensate for the degradation resulting from the use of three phases, but it also creates more opportunities for a successful transmission in such the extreme case as already mentioned.

Characteristics of the AOPR when the distance from $S$ to $E$, $d_{SE}$, changes are depicted in Fig. 6. Here, we change $d_{SE}$ by moving the eavesdropper along the y-axis; thus $d_{SE} = |y_E|$. In the region extremely near to the source, $-0.2 \leq y \leq 0.2$, the system is completely in outage for all of the previous PLS methods. Meanwhile, the proposed method still enables opportunities for successful transmission. When $d_{SE}$ increases, the wiretapping channel is degraded, thus all of the AOPRs decrease and D-BF-CJ can outperform the proposed method as shown in the region $|y_E| \geq 0.2$. However, the proposed method is still superior to the other remaining methods.

6. Conclusions

This article has considered a solution to an extremely strict scenario in wireless PLS, in which the eavesdropper is near to the source to wiretap the source-transmission and the use of cryptographically method to secure the shared seed is vulnerable to being attacked. The direct link of legitimate transmission is even unavailable. We proposed a new method to cope with this case. The binary jamming with triple transmission phases is proposed to provide the physical layer security, protecting the legitimate nodes from wiretapping. TDF, BFC, SJJ and D-BF-CJ are in detail mentioned and compared to the proposed scheme. It shows that these previous schemes are extremely limited while the new one well outperforms in this extreme circumstance. The outage performance in a scenario of multiple jammers and relays are theoretically analyzed and carefully examined by simulation. It presents that simulation and theoretical graphs are well matched.
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